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Subject: Preparation for Exec Committe Meeting 
Date: Mon, 20 May 2002 15:46:32 EDT 

From: BCMCLARK@aol.com 
To: erics@neci.edu 

CC: Jordan29FN@aol.com, nuquist@together.net (Reidun and Andrew Nuquist), 
j . buddington@verizon.net 

Eric, 

I'm addressing this note to you, although everyone on the distribution list 
is probably involved. I talked with Dave Hardy, Greg Western and Pete Ketcham 
at GMC HQ this afternoon. Here's a summary of some of the points we discussed 
that relate to the section's Executive Committee meeting on Tuesday. 

TOOL LIST: Greg says we can order the tools ourselves. He has a billing 
number for Forestry Suppliers. We can go to Essex Equipment, select the tools 
(although we have to order to Job Box ahead of time), and tell them to mark 
the invoice GMC Bamforth Ridge Shelter. Essex will bill the GMC. I'm 
attaching the revised tool list to this note and I will bring copies to the 
meeting. 

SHELTER DEDICATION: Dave would like the section to confirm the dedication 
information for the Bamforth Ridge Shelter this week in time for Thursday's 
Trails Management Committee meeting. With TMC approval, Dave can take the 
dedication information to the GMC Board. 

SHELTER FLY DATES LIAISON: We need to coordinate with Pete Ketcham and Val 
Stori about our plans for the staging area and fly dates. Pete is trying to 
obtain radios so we can communicate between the shelter site and staging 
area. We need a drop zone the circumference of our longest piece of timber 
because the pilots swing/rotate the load into the drop zone. Pete suggests 
that section member(s) volunteer to stay at the staging area overnight on the 
days leading up to the fly dates. Although a gate exists at the entrance to 
Honey Hollow, Pete thinks we should provide some security. (Smith Edwards and 
Don Hill stayed in their campers at Jay Peak last year, and Pete would like 
someone from the section to do the same. Smith might be available to help us 
this year too. ) 

ELEPHANT'S HEAD/SMUGGLER'S NOTCH TRAILS: Dave plans to officially change the 
Long Trail route to the Elephant's Head Trail by fall of 2002. The section 
needs to decide on the name for the trail from Rt. 108 to the tractor road 
(the current LT). Dave suggests the Smuggler's Notch Trail or the Sterling 
Pond Trail. 

EHT SIGNAGE: Greg needs to "brainstorm" with section members about signage on 
EHT. For example, should a sign at the picnic area describe this trail as a 
"rough day's hike that requires some effort." Proabably any signage issues 
should be resolved in a meeting with Greg and interested members. The state 
will pay for the new signage. 

EHT PUNCHEON: While Greg plans to order the puncheon for EHT this year (and 
the state will pay for it), he says to plan any volunteer work for 2003. On a 
related matter, the state is giving GMC money to construct puncheon on the LT 
from Morse to Whiteface mountains this year. Greg will request a similar 
amount for 2003 from Morse Mtn. south, which should include the puncheon at 
Chilcoat Pass. 

See you Tuesday night at the Nuquist's. 
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